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play and in play involving competition, dexterity, and skill
whereas the girls tend to engage in less violent physical
activities. At all ages, however, girls are usually forced by
public opinion to restrict their activities to a greater degree
than boys.
Bright children include in their repertoire the play activi-
ties of dull children, but spend much more time in reading.
Superior children tend to be less interested in competitive
games and to prefer more mature games. They are usually
superior in play information.
Changes in play interests are gradual. Differences in social
participation between age groups are smaller than differences
among individuals of the same age. Although they follow
the general .trends indicated, play interests overlap from age
to age and vary with the surrounding culture. A survey
made by the National Recreation Association in twenty
cities revealed a large percentage of children on the streets,
regardless of the density of the population. Many of the
children were just idling. Unless there is a strong counter-
attraction and good supervision, children will play on the
streets in preference to other places. Of the children seen
playing, relatively few were taking part in organized games.
Some of the play activities popular in tenement districts
were bonfires, craps, marbles (for keeps), hopscotch, leaping
over milk cans, jumping rope, and baseball.
Many popular play activities require skill, strength, and
speed. Children of this age are willing to practice in order
to acquire the desired proficiency. Gymnasium work, which
gives opportunities for learning and testing the skills gained,
is welcomed. Races that are timed, high and broad jumps
that are measured, competitive games with definite scores
posted, and stunts — all these activities please boys of nine
to twelve years of age.
Girls enjoy folk dancing and a realistic type of dramatiza-
tion. Frequently, they like cooking better than their
seventh- and eighth-grade sisters. They like sewing, too, if
die articles made are interesting. Constructing and furnish-
ing playhouses, cooking, and sewing are valuable not only

